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Specialist solution 
The eTraining Company has been providing specialised e-learning 
portals to various city, regional and provincial marketing organisa-
tions in the Netherlands for many years. The portals enable them 
to efficiently and effectively increase knowledge among their target 
groups. Not only does the Content Management System ensure that 
modules can be put together quickly and easily by their own staff, it 
also allows them to involve and enthuse volunteers, internal depart-
ments, marketing partners, municipalities and provinces about rele-
vant topics. 

uk.etraveltraining.eu

You can use the following login codes to enter the platform as a 
user 

Username: Exampletravel!
Password: Exampletravel!



Strong solution

For Destination Marketing Organisations we offer a unique solu-
tion. Besides a recognisable elearning portal, a user-friendly CMS 
(with which you can easily compile your own modules) and the 
visually attractive training courses, we offer a number of unique 
extras.

Our solution includes:  

a recognisable elearning portal that we produce for you,  in 
your colours, look & feel and appearance 

the possibility to arrange your modules exactly how you 
want;  by place, by theme or by date

the possibility to add extra languages to your portal so you 
can reach out to international targetgroups and let them 
learn about your tourism product too  

a ‘Salestool kit’ button to share information brochures, maps, 
surveys and marketing tools

the possibility of adding a micro elearning-portal where you 
can assign modules, learning paths and marketing tools to a 
specific targetgroup like marketing partners

various motivational tools including an attractive quiz 
module and a level system 



Creative, Effective, Interactive 

With the ETraining Dashboard, we are able to offer you a well 
thought-out and user-friendly e-learning portal. With the help of 
sophisticated tools, we create an entirely personalised learning 
website for your organisation. Through simple and clear 
navigation, the processing time to get to know the program is not 
more than 2 minutes. An important factor! After all, you want to 
inform not irritate! your participants. 

In addition, with our technology you have a method that is not 
only efficient but also proven effective. Users are actively involved 
in the modules. Not just by answering a simple multiple choice 
question now and then, but by having them click, drag and drop, 
think about statements and ask them to solve (fun!) questions. 
The modules also have a strong visual appeal. No books online, 
no overkill of information, but learning in a way that is appealing 
and effective.

Would you like to know more about our product, the 
possibilities and extras? Download our whitepaper with all the
benefits of ETraining Dashboard.


